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Anti Virus Scanner for.NET is a small library that allows you to virus-scan a file by any.NET language (C#, F#, VB.),
PowerShell, F#Script, WSH(JScript, VBScript), and any COM IDispatch client. This library is a wrapper of anti virus
software product which you installed on your Windows OS. So, this library does not work if you do not install any anti
virus software products on your Windows OS. Features of Anti Virus Scanner for.NET : - Support Win7/Vista/XP -
Support COM/WScript/JScript/VBScript/F#Script/PowerShell - Support Multi Language Anti Virus Scanner for.NET
Protocols : - Remote Query: When you do remote query, the file or folder that you request will be virus scanned by any
anti virus software installed on your Windows OS and the result will be reported back to you in a string format. A:
@Morgan This is not a very original idea and it is used by various Virus scanners. It only scans for very simple viruses,
such as trojans/worms/spyware, but it's a very nice way to do that, because you don't need to install anything. You can
download the library from here: Anti-Virus Scanner for.NET I've been using it for years, without any problem, and with a
lot of results.

Anti Virus Scanner For .NET

- simple, easy-to-use, and powerful API for virus scan. - API is easy to use with Microsoft Visual Studio. - support COM
IDispatch clients. - support PowerShell, WSH, F#Script. - doesn't require any dependences. - free for commercial use.
SYNOPSIS: 1. Install Virus Scanner for.NET 2. Write your test.txt file, and save it to the directory of your program. 3.
Add this library in your program's namespace. 4. Call ScanFile() with your test.txt file. 5. In the results, you can find the
information of virus, the type of virus (DOS, Rootkit, virus, etc.) and the virus name. 6. Support automatically output to a
file or console. 7. Support Unicode text. VirusScanner.h #pragma once #include "AntiVirusScanner.h" // Include the API
of VirusScanner. #include "WShark.h" #include "MSVCP90.h" #include "MSHTML.h" // Include the generated code.
#include "GeneratedCode.h" // Include the generated files. #include "WShark.g.h" #include "MSHTML.g.h" // Include the
main header file. #include "VirusScanner.h" // Include the exported symbols. //#define EXPORT_IMPORT //#include
"GeneratedCode/GeneratedCode.def" //#include "GeneratedCode/WShark.def" #include "GeneratedCode/MSHTML.def"
// Export symbols. EXPORT_IMPORT void ScanFile(LPCWSTR, HANDLE); //
GetUnicodeStringFromSystemFunction() EXPORT_IMPORT LPCWSTR
GetUnicodeStringFromSystemFunction(LPCWSTR FunctionName); // GetUnicodeStringFromSystemFunction2() //
Because there are a lot of exported symbols, // so I use the metaprogramming technique to generate the header files. //
Implementations of the generated functions. EXPORT_IMPORT void ScanFile(LPCWSTR, HANDLE); //
GetUnicodeStringFromSystemFunction() 1d6a3396d6
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Anti Virus Scanner For .NET

Anti Virus Scanner for.NET provides a simple way to scan a file or a folder by a virus. You can select virus to scan, file
mask, and the folders you want to scan. It provides other methods such as opening the virus without installing, uninstall of
anti virus, and status of your anti virus. The library is fully compatible with ASP.NET and ASP.NET Core and comes with
100% Unit Testing. You can download the anti virus scanner for.NET from NUGET. .NET Programming ASP.NET
Programming Windows Desktop Programming Internet Programming PowerShell Programming WSH Programming Web
Development Using Anti Virus Scanner for.NET The library is fully compatible with ASP.NET and ASP.NET Core. You
can use the following function to get a file or folder to scan. Html File.Open By calling this function, the specified file will
be opened. You can specify the file mask as the second parameter to indicate the file mask to scan. If you want to scan a
folder that you specified, you can use the third parameter for specifying the folder to scan. Html File.Open(strName,
strFileMask, strFolder) Html File.Save Html File.Save(strFile) Html File.SaveAs(strFile, strFileMask) Html File.Close
The library allows you to open the file that you specified using the above functions. But, you cannot close the file until the
file is closed using the Close Method of Html File. Anti Virus Scanner for.NET Usage Anti Virus Scanner for.NET has
simple functions to get and save the status of the anti virus and provide other methods to get information about your anti
virus. You can get and save the information through following methods. Anti Virus Scanner for.NET Status Anti Virus
Scanner for.NET provides the following methods to get the status of anti virus. Anti Virus Scanner for.NET Run Anti
Virus Scanner for.NET is the best library to scan your computer by viruses. .NET Programming ASP.NET Programming
Windows Desktop Programming Internet Programming PowerShell Programming WSH Programming Web Development
Using Anti Virus Scanner for.NET Pro The library

What's New in the?

This is a sample showing how you can use this small library to virus-scan a file by any.NET language, PowerShell,
F#Script, WSH(JScript, VBScript), and any COM IDispatch client. Anti Virus Scanner for.NET has the following
features. - Scans an unknown file by any.NET language, PowerShell, F#Script, WSH(JScript, VBScript), and any COM
IDispatch client. - You can scan an unknown file by using the default scanner which uses of anti virus software. - You can
use the method "IsVirus" to know whether the file is a virus or not. - You can know the attribute of the virus. - You can
scan a file with "Scan" method, and scan the file with "ScanFile" method. Here is a simple example of using "Anti Virus
Scanner for.NET" using System; using Anti Virus.Scanner; namespace WindowsApplication1 { publicclass MainClass {
publicstaticvoid Main(string[] args) { // scan a file by C# language using (Antivirus scanner = new
AntiVirus(ScanFile.FullPath("c:\\temp\\t.txt", "Norman Shaw")) { // scan a file by C# language using (Antivirus scanner =
new AntiVirus(ScanFile.FullPath("c:\\temp\\t.txt", "Norman Shaw")) { // scan a file by C# language using (AntiVirus
scanner = new AntiVirus(ScanFile.FullPath("c:\\temp\\t.txt", "Norman Shaw")) { // scan a file by C# language using
(AntiVirus scanner = new AntiVirus(ScanFile.FullPath("c:\\temp\\t.txt", "Norman Shaw")) { // scan a file by C# language
using (AntiVirus scanner = new AntiVirus(ScanFile.FullPath("c:\\temp\\t.txt", "Norman Shaw")) { // scan a file by C#
language using (AntiVirus scanner = new AntiVirus(ScanFile.FullPath("c:\\temp\\t.txt", "Norman Shaw")) { // scan a file
by C# language using (AntiVirus scanner = new AntiVirus(ScanFile.FullPath("c:\\temp\\t.txt", "Norman Shaw")) { // scan
a file by C# language using (AntiVirus scanner = new AntiVirus(ScanFile.FullPath("c:\\temp\\t.txt", "Norman Shaw")) { //
scan a file by C# language
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System Requirements For Anti Virus Scanner For .NET:

Windows 7, 8, 10, & Mac OS X 10.9 or later Install Method 1: Electron Installer Install Method 2: Clang Installer This
repository has been tested with Clang 7.0.1 on: Ubuntu 14.04 Debian 9 Mac OS X 10.10 The Clang 7.0.1 (gccgo) and
LLVM 3.8.0 compilers have been tested for this version of v8. The Clang 7
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